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Libra - Tula - Moon Sign - 2024 - Jyotish Forecast.

There are several auspicious yogas for marriage in 2024. Love life and marriage will be
meaningful, peaceful and happy. Job and business will progress as expected. New business
partnerships will be formed. Health precautions must still be required in 2024. Tula Rashi
students must avoid distractions to make best use of beneficial planetary transits. Financially,
2024 will be an unstable year. Expenses and debt must be kept under control. 2024 is good for
buying new house and new vehicle too. There will be several travels for both work and
pleasure.    
HEALTH: Health prospects for 2024 for Libra or Tula moon sign born people:

For Tula Rashi people, some minor and manageable health issues will persist through 2024.
But, some serious and long term health problems can come up after April 2024. The minor
health problems could include ailments related to blood pressure, skin, hair, urinary system,
eyes, ears and some short term allergies. The long term and serious health problems could be
related to liver, pancreas, cholesterol and digestion. 
In April, May, November and December 2024, blood pressure and heart related problems can
cause short term distress. May and June can be a little more difficult for the health of the Tula
Rashi people. They should stay away from fast food, alcohol and other bad habits too. Those
Libra Moon Sign people who already have minor or major health issues related to diabetes, liver
and cholesterol could experience an escalation in such health problems in 2024. In March, April
and May 2024, the chances of injuries to lower limbs are quite high for Tula Rashi people.

JOB: Job prospects for 2024 for Libra or Tula moon sign born people:
After a gap of one year Libra Moon Sign employees will have another fruitful year which will
mark a new progressive phase in their careers. 2024 is going to be really good for all Tula Rashi
employees, but, it will be exceptionally beneficial for those Libra Moon Sign employees who are
in careers related to Human Resources, Publicity, Advertising, Politics, Education, Spirituality,
Medicine, Surgery, Biotechnology, Space Sciences, and, Environmental Studies. There will be
new job offers with better salaries in the first four months of 2024. Even if the Tula Rashi
employees do not change their jobs they will have salary increments in 2024. 
The relationships of Libra Moon Sign employees with their superiors will improve a lot and the
superiors too will be able to perform well in their own jobs. But, some unwanted office politics
can cause stress and disturbances a few times this year. The most likelihood of this happening
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is in April, May, November and December 2024. In these four months of 2024, the Tula Rashi
employees must be very diplomatic and must avoid all arguments and confrontational
discussions in their workplaces. 
BUSINESS: Business prospects for 2024 for Libra or Tula moon sign born people:

The business partnerships and collaborations of the Tula Rashi entrepreneurs were sailing
through stormy waters in last two years. In 2024, all that changes for better and the Libra Moon
Sign businesspersons will be able to ink new business deals, new partnerships and new
business collaborations too. The best time to do so is in February, March, June and September
2024. In September 2024, collaborations with foreign business entities are also possible. 
Business revenues will increase in 2024, but, the business costs too will slowly rise for Libra
Moon Sign entrepreneurs, mainly after April 2024. Most of the new expenses will be for
publicity, marketing and for improving the looks and decor of the business premises. The growth
and progress of business will be as desired but some problems will trouble the Tula Rashi
businesspersons this year. In March, April and May 2024, there can be labour unrest or other
troubles related to employees. In November and December 2024, there are chances of
problems related to taxation, accounting or government regulations. 

EDUCATION: Education prospects for 2024 for Libra or Tula moon sign born people: 
In 2024, although all Libra Moon Sign students will do well in their studies, the Tula Rashi
students who are doing study courses related to biotechnology, zoology, environmental studies,
robotics, information technology, sculpture, wood craft, architecture, civil engineering,
metallurgy, and film-making, will do much better in their studies than the Libra Moon Sign
students of other subjects. These Libra Moon Sign students will also have better opportunities
and luck when trying to take admissions in their desired educational institutions and when
appearing for important examinations too. 
This year, the Tula Rashi students must take care of their health, and, must stay away from bad
company and bad habits too, if they want to make the best use of the favourable planetary
transits. Bad company, bad habits and immoral behaviour can land them in serious problems
related to health, money and law too. This can harm their studies severely. Also, in 2024, Libra
Moon Sign students could get involved in students politics. They should choose to be a part of
such political activities wisely and should stay away if they feel that their studies are being
harmed by such activities. 

WEALTH: Wealth prospects for 2024 for Libra or Tula moon sign born people: 
Libra Moon Sign people have been on unstable grounds financially since last two years. This
will continue in 2024 too. They will earn much better in 2024 than the last two years, but,
somehow, they will end up spending, rather wasting, most of it. Overconfidence about money
and the earning capabilities can get the Tula Rashi people trapped in the quagmire of debt and
legal problems. Tula Rashi people should tread very carefully with regards to the expenses,
purchases and investments, in 2024.
Their first priority should be to avoid increasing the burden of debt. If the Libra Moon Sign
people are not fully comfortable financially they should avoid spending any big amounts of
money, except when it is not utmost necessary to do so. Their expenses and their recklessness
about money both will increase from May 2024. In May, June, July and August 2024, the
highest risk of going into severe debt exists for them. So, a lot of wisdom and pragmatism about
money would be required by the Tula Rashi people, in 2024. 
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REAL ESTATE: Property related prospects for 2024 for Libra or Tula moon sign born
people: 
The first four months of 2024 are favourable for buying commercial real estate, for Tula Rashi
people. And, June to December is a good time to acquire residential properties. In 2024, Libra
Moon Sign people should try to buy properties only if they are financially comfortable in doing
so, and, if they intend to use the properties for living or for commercial activities. Simply
investing in real estate, expecting it to appreciate profitably in a few years, is not advisable for
Tula Rashi people in 2024. The Libra Moon Sign people should also avoid taking any big loans
for real estate purchases in 2024. 
For shifting to new residences, August, October, November and December 2024 are auspicious
months for Tula Rashi people. This year, the Libra Moon Sign people should avoid buying
houses near the residences of their in-laws and maternal relatives. Also, they should keep their
plans of buying real estate secret till they are ready to move into the new properties. When
getting the interior work done in their properties, they must keep their budgetary limitations in
mind; otherwise they could end up with unfinished interior work due to a lack of funds. 

VEHICLE: Prospects related to vehicles for 2024 for Libra or Tula moon sign born
people:
2024 is a favourable year for Tula Rashi people for buying a new personal vehicle. This year,
the Libra Moon Sign people can buy new vehicles for personal use in January, February,
March, August, September and December 2024. These months are good for buying commercial
vehicles too. Tula Rashi people should avoid buying used vehicles in 2024. They should go for
good quality, durable and the latest models because they will not get similarly positive yogas for
buying vehicles in 2025, 2026 and 2027. So, it is better to buy vehicles which can fit their needs
properly for next few years.
But, instead of going out of their comfortable budgets for their dream vehicles, the Libra Moon
Sign people should be more pragmatic and must stay within their budgetary limitations. The
favourable colours for vehicles, for Tula Rashi people, are White, Blue (all shades), Grey, Black,
Violet, Purple and Green. They should avoid buying or driving Red and Yellow vehicles in 2024.
Libra Moon Sign people must be more alert about the conditions of their vehicles, and, they
must drive carefully too, in March, April, May, July and August 2024. 

LOVE: Love and Romance prospects for 2024 for Libra or Tula moon sign born people:
Love life will be stable, meaningful and happy in 2024, for the Tula Rashi people. They will seek
devotion and will be eager to be in relationships which can be converted into long term
commitment or marriage. Those Libra Moon Sign people who are not in any romantic
relationships could meet interesting people in January, February, March and April 2024. In
March and April, such interesting people could be much younger or older in age, but such
romantic relationships will be long lasting and emotionally more fulfilling too. 
In May 2024, some misunderstandings, doubts and rivalries could creep into the love
relationships of Tula Rashi people. But, a little more patience and understanding will remove all
such obstacles quite effortlessly. This year, Libra Moon Sign people could wrongly assume that
money can be a useful tool to impress the beloved. Sadly, that will be proven wrong, and, it is
advisable for the Tula Rashi people to focus more on behaviour, sincerity and devotion, if they
want to truly impress their romantic partners. 
MARRIAGE: Marriage prospects for 2024 for Libra or Tula moon sign born people: 
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January, February, March and April 2024 are highly auspicious months for Tula Rashi singles
for getting married. Many Libra Moon Sign singles, who are planning to get married, have
already set off in this direction in the last two months of 2024. Some have got married and those
who have not will get married in the first four months of 2024. After April 2024, the next good
yoga for marriage, for Tula Rashi people, begins from October 2024. Between April and
October 2024 there are no suitable and auspicious yogas for marriage, for Libra Moon Sign
people. 
With the exit of Rahu from the house of marriage, in the end of October 2022, the marital
relations of the Tula Rashi people will be much smoother, peaceful and more satisfying too. The
stress, worries and anxieties of the last two years will become non-existent in 2024. Still, the
Libra Moon Sign married people must be careful about their own behaviour towards their
spouses, and should try to avoid unnecessary conflicts, in April, May, July and August 2024. 

FAMILY: Prospects related to family and relatives for 2024 for Libra or Tula moon sign
born people:
The relationships with parents, parents' health, and, the support from them, all will be as
expected, for Libra Moon Sign people, in 2024. With the siblings too, the mutual understanding
and cooperation will be much better than before. But, the siblings of Tula Rashi people could
have some short term serious problems, related to their health, finances or legal issues, after
April 2024. This is more likely to happen in May, July and August 2024. 
Some complex family matters or family problems could involve Libra Moon Sign people in April
and May 2024. This could sour the relationships with the members of extended family and
relatives for a few weeks. The children and dependents of Tula Rashi people will prosper and
will generally do well in 2024. There could be some short term but intense problems related to
health, injuries or other troubles, for the children in March and April 2024. 

TRAVEL: Travel prospects for 2024 for Libra or Tula moon sign born people:
January, February, March, July, August, October and December 2024 are really favourable
months for Tula Rashi people for all kinds of important journeys. In other months of 2024, some
or the other difficulty, inconvenience or some health issue will make the travels not so
enjoyable. In the first four months of 2024, Libra Moon Sign people could be travelling to meet
their loved ones, family or for the purposes of marriage. Also, plans to meet existing and
prospective business partners could be the reasons for travels from January to April 2024.
From May 2024, the Libra Moon Sign people could be travelling just for holidays, or, for taking
part in some adventurous activities. They could be spending more money on their luxuries and
other activities during their travels after April 2024 than in their journeys up to April 2024. These
high expenses could turn into high financial losses too, through activities like, gambling, drinking
and drug abuse. 

REMEDIES: Jyotish remedies for 2024 for Libra or Tula moon sign born people:
Saturn is in a powerful transit in the 5th house of Libra Moon Sign people in 2024, and, to make
this transit more beneficial they should wear gemstones for Saturn in 2024. The most suitable
gemstones for Saturn, for Tula Rashi people, are Blue Sapphires and Amethysts. The best
months for wearing these gemstones are January, May, June, November and December 2024.
No other gemstones are advisable for Libra Moon Sign people this year. 
The favourable colours for Tula Rashi people, in 2024, are Blue (all shades), Green, Black,
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Grey and White. The harmful colours for them are Red and Yellow. From May 2024, Libra Moon
Sign people should donate yellow food products or other useful items to the needy on
Thursdays. If their healthy allows it, they should keep fasts too on Thursdays. 

Jyotish Biz
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